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0 of 0 review helpful Never disappointed by William R Clark By Andrew K Galloway I have just about all books 
written by William Clark and I have read them all and continue to re read them They are just wonderful especially for 
me with little background in biology or any other related fields of study You will have to work some to get the most 
from these books but it is well worth the effort Mr Clark takes a comple Books such as Richard Dawkins s The Selfish 
Gene have aroused fierce controversy by arguing for the powerful influence of genes on human behavior But are we 
entirely at the mercy of our chromosomes In Are We Hardwired scientists William R Clark and Michael Grunstein say 
the answer is both yes and no The power and fascination of Are We Hardwired lie in their explanation of that 
deceptively simple answer Using eye opening exa com The notion that our chromosomes might dictate some of our 
behavior makes DNA a four letter word to strict nurturists Yet there is strong evidence that genes do exert an influence 
over some part of nearly of our personalities Immunologist William R Clar 
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